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We are all Massenergy.
Is massenergy all we are?

Try this for an alternative conjecture.

Virtual, undefined and indefinite Massenergy (ME),
universally complete and completely

at maximum entropy,
materialises, if at all, as coherent,

bounded Mass and Energy:
Mass as gravity over space,

and Energy as action over time,
governed by the Heisenberg principle of Uncertainty
and patterned according to Fermat’s last theorem -

conjunction of two orthogonal
and two-dimensional planes

necessarily at bottom conceptual,
 yet necessarily defining observable reality,

which can only appear as whole numbers or things.

Matter condenses from ME, and necessarily
acts with Energy to survive to posterity,
and, in so doing, dissipates to entropy

from whence it came.

But, to the entropy of an indefinite point?
Or of an infinite and boundless pool?

The pool is where it all began,
The point is where it might all wind up.

Meanwhile, we swim and drown in the eddies,
currents and tides of history,

as energy recombines and circulates with matter
in a near-perpetual dance of increasing complexity

‘twixt pool and point.

Energy produces action - some of which matters:
the binding and boundaries of mass to matter;

and some of which is simply information:
signalling existence and processes of persistence.

This information, in turn, fuels the production
of knowledge and/or confusion,

knowledge as a reliable map for replication
confusion a recipe for annihilation

the maximum entropy of information:
pointless or an impossibly pointed black hole.

Knowledge, in turn, producing
ignorance and/or understanding,

the latter allowing the birth of wisdom,
ignorance the maximum entropic

state of knowledge - conditions as above.

Wisdom, though materialises
with stupidity as its entropy

with the knowing forgotten or misunderstood
re-generating confusion.

Wisdom, too, begats
peace and/or conflict

with conflict the entropic
state of any peace which matters

And peace, in turn, produces
harmony and/or boredom:

Harmony the precondition for sustainability
of continual flow conditions

Boredom allowing
the devil in, giving work
for idle hands and heads

ensuring continued progress
or regress to our maximally entropic equilibrium,

where all our flows stop.

So says the 2nd. Law of thermodynamics
which applies to any and all closed systems.

From which the only escape
is to minimise friction and frustration

while opening the doors to new inductions.

Let us hope and pray
the big bang is still going on

as continual mini-bangs
throughout the virtual pool of ME

where the near impossible always happens.
Otherwise the whole thing is pointless

- the final definition of a point -
or as infinitely meaningless,

and thus boundlessly meaningful,
as the pool of ME.
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